Software interoperability is commonly achieved through the implementation of standards for communication protocols or data representation formats. Standards documents are often complex, difficult to interpret, and may contain errors and inconsistencies, which can lead to differing interpretations and implementations that inhibit interoperability. Through a case study of two years of activity in the Apache PDFBox project we examine day-to-day decisions made concerning implementation of the PDF specifications and standards in a community open source software (OSS) project. Thematic analysis is used to identify semantic themes describing the context of observed decisions concerning interoperability. Fundamental decision types are identified including emulation of the behaviour of dominant implementations and the extent to which to implement the PDF standards. Many factors influencing the decisions are related to the sustainability of the project itself, while other influences result from decisions made by external actors, including the developers of dependencies of PDFBox. This article contributes a fine grained perspective of decision-making about software interoperability by contributors to a community OSS project. The study identifies how decisions made support the continuing technical relevance of the software, and factors that motivate and constrain project activity.
Introduction
Many software projects seek to implement one or more standards to support interoperability with other software. For example, interconnected systems implement standardised communications protocols, such as the open systems interconnect stack, and web standards, including the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and the secure sockets layer (SSL), to support information exchange and commercial activities ( Wilson, 1998; Treese, 1999; Ko et al., 2011 ) .
As businesses and civil society -governments at national and local level, and the legal system -move away from paper doc-uments ( Lundell, 2011; Rossi et al., 2008 ) to rely increasingly on digitised systems, the implementation of both communication protocols and document standards becomes ever more crucial ( Rossi et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2017; Lehtonen et al., 2018 ) . Standards are written by humans, and despite the care taken in their creation they are imperfect, vague, ambiguous and open to interpretation when implemented in software ( Allman, 2011; Egyedi, 2007 ) . Furthermore, practice evolves so that implementations, often seen as the de facto reference for a standard, can diverge from the published standard as has been the case with the JPEG image format ( Richter and Clark, 2018 ) . Indeed, practice can, for example with HTML, CSS and JavaScript, repeatedly deviate from standards, sometimes with the intention of locking users in to specific products ( W3C, 2019a; Bouvier, 1995; Phillips, 1998 ) and with the consequence that web content becomes challenging to implement and access ( Phillips, 1998 ) , and to archive ( Kelly et al., 2014 ) .
While software interoperability relies on standards, different software implementations of a given standard are interpretations of the standard that may not be fully interoperable ( Egyedi, 2007 ) . Consequently, the developers of software implementations will become involved in a discourse to find a common understanding of the standard that supports interoperability, as illustrated by Allman (2011) , Lehtonen et al. (2018) , and Watteyne et al. (2016) . The means by which interoperability is achieved varies. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) ( IETF, 2019a ), for example, uses a process, often summarised as "Rough consensus and running code" ( Davies and Hoffmann, 2004 ) , that requires interoperability between independent implementations is achieved early in the standardisation process ( Wilson, 1998 ). An increasing proportion of software that implements communication and data standards, particularly where it is non-differentiating, is developed through collaboration by companies working in community open source software (OSS) projects Butler et al., 2019 ) . By community OSS project we mean OSS projects managed by foundations or are collectively organised ( Riehle, 2011 ) , where many of the developers are directed by companies and other organisations, and collaborate to create high quality software ( Fitzgerald, 2006 ) . Examples of this process include OSS projects under the umbrella of the Eclipse Internet of Things Working Group ( Eclipse IoT Working Group, 2019 ) , and LibreOffice ( The Document Foundation, 2019 ) . In many cases and domains both OSS and proprietary solutions are available for the same standard and need to interoperate to remain relevant products. While the literature documents the process of standardisation, and the technical challenges of implementing standards compliant software, there is little research that focuses on how participants in OSS projects decide how to implement a standard, and how to revise their implementation to correct or improve its behaviour. To explicate the challenges facing community OSS projects developing standards compliant software and the day-to-day decisions made by contributors this study investigates the following research question:
How does a community OSS project maintain software interoperability?
We address the research question through a case study ( Gerring, 2017; Walsham, 2006 ) of two years of contributions to the Apache PDFBox R 1 OSS project. The PDFBox project is governed by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) ( ASF, 2019a ) and develops and maintains a mature ( Black Duck, 2019 ) Java library and tools to create and process Portable Document Format (PDF) documents ( Lehmkühler, 2010 ) . PDFBox is used in other OSS projects ( Apache Tika, 2019; CEF Digital, 2019; Khudairi, 2017 ) , and as a component in proprietary products and services. PDFBox is described further in Section 3.2 .
Developed in the 1990s, PDF is a widely-used file format for distributing documents, which are created, processed and read by many different applications on multiple platforms. Versions of PDF are defined in a number of specifications and standards documents, including formal (ISO) standards, that implementers need to follow to ensure the interoperability of their software. There is evidence that the PDF standards are challenging to implement ( Bogk and Schöpl, 2014; Endignoux et al., 2016 ) , that the quality of PDF documents varies ( Lehtonen et al., 2018; Lindlar et al., 2017 ) , and that the dominance of Adobe's software products creates user expectations that need to be met by the developers of other PDF software ( Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2013; Endignoux et al., 2016; Amiouny, 2017; 2016 ) . In the following section we provide a background description of PDF, and also review the related academic literature. 1 PDFBox is a registered trademark of the Apache Software Foundation.
Section 3 details reasons for the purposeful sampling ( Patton, 2015 ) of PDFBox as the case study subject. We also identify the data sources investigated for the case study and give an account of the application of thematic analysis ( Braun and Clarke, 2006 ) to identify semantic themes in the types of decisions concerning the interoperability of PDFBox made by contributors to the project and the factors influencing those decisions.
Through the analysis of the data we identified four fundamental types of decision made concerning the interoperability of PDF-Box related to compliance with published PDF specifications and standards. The types of decision and the technical circumstances in which they are made are described in Section 4 . We also provide an account of the factors identified that influence those decisions including resources, knowledge, and the influence of external actors, such as the developers of other PDF software, and the creators of documents. We discuss the challenges faced by the PDFBox project in Section 5 including the technical challenges faced by the developers of PDF software, and potential solutions. Thereafter, we consider how the behaviour of contributors to the PDFBox project sustains the project in the long term. Lastly, we present the conclusions in Section 6 and identify the contributions made by this study.
Background and related work

Standards development and interoperability
The development of standards for information and communications technologies is undertaken by companies and other organisations using a range of approaches, e.g. whether the technology is implemented before the standard is developed, and the working practices of the standards body involved. One perspective is that standards have two different types of origin. Some standards are specified by standards bodies, e.g. ISO and ITU. While others arise through extensive or widespread use of a particular technology, regardless of whether it was developed by one company or collaboratively ( Treese, 1999 ) . Another perspective is that standards are either requirement-led or implementation-led ( Phipps, 2019 ) . Phipps, a director (and sometime President) of the Open Source Initiative, argues the primary use of the requirement-led model is where standardisation is used to create a market, for example the development of 5G ( Nikolich et al., 2017 ) . In contrast, implementation-led standards are developed to support an innovation in software or data format that has been adopted by a wider audience than the creating company and standardisation is necessary to support interoperability. A third view is provided by who identify standards that are developed before software, software that is implemented and then forms the basis of a standardisation process (including that of PDF), and the development of standards in parallel with software. The latter process is identified as being of increasing importance in the telecommunications industry ( Wright and Druta, 2014 ) , and examples can be found in the standardisation process for internet protocols managed by the IETF ( IETF, 2019a ). The IETF emphasises interoperability at an early stage of protocol development, rather than technical perfection ( Bradner, 1996; Wilson, 1998; Bradner, 1999 ) . The process of developing interoperability between low powered devices in the IoT domain is described by Ko et al. (2011) . They record the development of the internet protocol (IP) in 6LoWPAN to provide interoperable communications stacks for two IoT operating systems Contiki-OS and TinyOS. The interoperable implementations are then used to determine whether the solutions achieved are practicable for the types of IoT devices expected to use them ( Ko et al., 2011 ) .
A further approach to interoperability is the development of implementations of standards, particularly communication protocols, ( Butler et al., 2019 ) . Examples include the implementation of the Open Mobile Alliance's ( OMA, 2019 ) lightweight machine to machine (LWM2M) protocol in Leshan ( Eclipse Foundation, 2019b ) and Wakaama ( Eclipse Foundation, 2019c ), and the constrained application protocol (CoAP) ( Shelby et al., 2014 ) in Californium ( Eclipse Foundation, 2019a ) . Additionally, the collaborative OSS project serves to identify and document cogent misinterpretations and misunderstandings of the standard ( Butler et al., 2019 ) .
PDF standards and interoperability
Adobe Systems developed PDF as a platform-independent, interchange format for documents that can preserve presentation independently of the application and operating system. In 1993, the first PDF specification was made freely available and a number of revisions of the specification have been published since (see Table 1 ). Some versions of the specification have been published as ISO standards (e.g. ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 and ISO 320 0 0-2:2017), including specialised subsets of the PDF format for the print industry (e.g. ISO 15929:2002 and ISO 15930-1:2001) , and engineering applications (e.g. ISO 24517-1:2008).
PDF documents vary in size and complexity from single page tickets, receipts and order summaries, through academic papers, to very large documents, such as Government reports, and books. Consequently, PDF documents may have short lifespans, or have a significantly longer life as business and legal records, particularly as organisations move away from paper. Many different software packages exist to create, display, edit and process PDF files. Further, a significant problem for long-term use of PDF is that many documents will outlive the software used to create them ( Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2013 ) , so will require standards compliant software that can faithfully reproduce the documents to be available at some arbitrary point in the future.
PDF software, therefore, does not work in isolation; it must interoperate with other software to the extent that implementations need to be able to process documents created by other software, regardless of how long ago, and to create documents that other implementations can read. Furthermore there is the requirement that those documents be readable many years in the future, particularly in the case of documents such as contracts and official documentation issued by governmental agencies. These requirements are not a theoretical exercise, they are practical requirements that already pose problems for organisations and businesses. For example, in the dataset examined for this article there is evidence that contractors for the Government of the Netherlands have created many thousands of official academic transcripts as PDF documents that do not comply with the PDF specifications and are, at best, problematic to process (see mailing list thread Users-1, Table 5 on p 8).
PDF is a complex file format that is used to create documents with a rich variety of content including text, images, internal document links, indexes, fillable forms, and digital signatures. Each version of the PDF standard cites normative references -other standards -that form part of the standard and are described as "... indispensable for the application of this document" in ISO 320 0 0-1:2008 ( ISO, 2008 ) . The normative references include standards for fonts, image formats, and character encodings. In addition, several normatively referenced standards include normative references themselves (and so on). For example, among the normative references of ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 is part 1 of an early revision of the JPEG 20 0 0 ISO standard (ISO/IEC 154 4 4-1:2004) which in turn has 13 normative references, including 10 IEC, ISO and ISO/IEC standards. The specifications and standards also define the declarative programming language that describes PDF documents, as well as the expected behaviours and capabilities of programs that create and process PDF documents. The size and complexity of the PDF specifications and ISO standards themselves pose a daunting challenge for software developers implementing them. The recently published ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard, for example, consists of 984 pages and has 90 normative references ( ISO, 2017 ) . Further challenges complicate the development of software that works with PDF files. A key challenge is the common perception that the Adobe Reader family of software applications are the de facto reference implementations of the PDF specifications and standards to which the performance of other implementations is compared ( Amiouny, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2018 ) . Another source of difficulty is the Robustness Principle ( Allman, 2011 ) , otherwise known as Postel's Law , which is applied in Adobe's Reader products, and stated by Postel, in the context of communication protocols, as, "... be conservative in what you do, be liberal in what you accept from others." ( Postel, 1981 ) . In practice, PDF reading and processing software implements repair mechanisms to allow malformed files to be read, within limitations. The limitations, however, are only documented in the behaviour of Adobe's products.
Related work
A key aspect of software interoperability is the agreement and documentation of data formats and communication protocols in specifications and standards. There are many practical challenges to the standardisation process, and a number of approaches have been tried. Ahlgren et al. (2016) argue that open standardisation processes are needed to support interoperability in the IoT domain. An example can be found in the development of implementations of the 6TiSCH communications protocol for low-power devices ( Watteyne et al., 2016 ) . Watteyne et al. describe an iterative process of interoperability testing between implementations and how the lessons learnt through testing inform further iterations of the standardisation process. Another example is the standardisation of the QUIC protocol. Originally implemented by Google, QUIC has been in use for some 6 years and a standard is being developed by an IETF committee ( IETF, 2019b; 2019c; Piraux et al., 2018 ) . Piraux et al. (2018) evaluated the interoperability of fifteen implementations of QUIC finding some shortcomings in all. The tests developed by Piraux et al have since been incorporated in the test suites of some of the implementations tested ( Piraux et al., 2018 ) .
Standardisation processes can take a long time, and consequently may be seen by some as an inhibitor of innovation. De Coninck et al. (2019) , for example, cite the slowness of the QUIC standardisation process as motivation for a proposed plugin mechanism to extend QUIC. They have proposed, implemented and investigated a flexible approach where applications communicating with QUIC negotiate which extensions to QUIC to use during connection set-up ( De Coninck et al., 2019 ) .
Standards are also long-lived, and require review and revision in response to developments in both practice and technology. The Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) have initiated a number of standardisation efforts to update the 25 year old JPEG standards for image files, including the JPEG XT project ( JPEG, 2019 ). Richter and Clark (2018) identify how JPEG implementations differ from the standard, and the difficulties of applying the JPEG conformance testing protocol published in ISO 10918-5:2013 ( ISO, 2013 to current implementations. Richter et al. identify two key issues. Firstly, the evolution of a body of practice building on the standard during the 25 years since it was made available, which motivates the standardisation review. Secondly, parts of the current standard are not used in practice, and may no longer need to be part of any revised standard ( Richter and Clark, 2018 ) .
The standardisation of HTML and CSS, and other web technologies followed a different path. Standards for both HTML and CSS have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) ( W3C, 2019b ) since the 1990s ( W3C, 2019a ), initially under the auspices of the IETF ( Bouvier, 1995 ) . During the browser wars ( Bouvier, 1995 ) companies would add functionality to their browsers to extend the standard, and encourage web site developers to create content specifically for innovative features found in one browser. The process of developing websites to support variations in HTML became so onerous for developers that practitioners campaigned for Microsoft and Netscape to adhere to W3C standards ( Phillips, 1998; WaSP, 2019 ) .
Previous research on the development of PDF software in two OSS projects found developers adopted specific strategies to support interoperability ( Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2013 ) . Specifically, developers would exceed the specification, and mimic a dominant implementation so that their software complied with that implementation. In addition, the study illuminated difficulties developers had interpreting the PDF standard. One issue identified was the lack of detail in parts of the specification that made software implementation imprecise, and unreliable. Another concern expressed was that the complexity of the specification inhibited implementation ( Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2013 ) . Indeed, analyses of PDF from the perspective of creating parsers have found the task to be challenging ( Bogk and Schöpl, 2014; Endignoux et al., 2016 ) . As part of their investigation of PDF, Endignoux et al. (2016) identify ambiguities in the file structures that were used to discover bugs in a number of PDF readers. Bogk and Schöpl (2014) describe the experience of trying to create a formally verified parser for PDF. They advise that the creators of future file format definitions should ensure that the format is "... complete, unambiguous and doesn't allow unparseable constructions." ( Bogk and Schöpl, 2014 ) In practice, the complexity of PDF specifications can lead to significant security vulnerabilities in software implementations ( Mladenov et al., 2018a; 2018b ) .
The PDF/A standards (see Table 1 ) are used in document preservation. An area of concern is the management of documents that do not comply with the PDF/A standards. Lehtonen et al. (2018) identify the complexity of the problems faced by those handling documents, and explore mechanisms through which docu-ments might be repaired so that they are "well-formed and valid PDF/A files." The team behind the development of veraPDF, a PDF/A validator, identify difficulties interpreting the PDF/A standard to be able to create validation tests representing a clear understanding of the standards. Additionally, Wilson et al. (2017) record the need to limit the scope of the validation tests implemented in veraPDF because of the scale of the task, particularly in the validation of normative references such as JPEG 20 0 0. Lindlar et al. (2017) record the development of a test set of PDF documents to test the conformance of PDF files with the structural and syntactic requirements of ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08. The authors argue that a test set used to examine basic wellformedness requirements is helpful in digital preservation, as it simplifies the detection of specific problems as a precursor application of document repair techniques ( Lindlar et al., 2017 ) .
In summary, previous research shows the necessity of standardisation for software interoperability, and details approaches to standardisation. Research has also identified how practice can deviate from standards, and in the case of PDF the practical difficulties of developing software, and the challenges of creating mechanisms to evaluate standards compliance. The challenges of implementing standards have also been recorded. However, there is a lack of research that examines the nature of day-to-day practical decisionmaking of software developers when implementing a standard.
Research approach
We undertake a case study ( Gerring, 2017; Walsham, 2006 ) of a single, purposefully-sampled ( Patton, 2015 ) community OSS project that focuses on the challenges contributors face when creating and maintaining interoperable software and how they collaborate to resolve problems.
Case selection
Apache PDFBox was selected as a relevant subject for the case study for several reasons. Firstly, for PDFBox to have any value for users it must be able to interoperate with other software that reads and writes PDF documents. As such, it must implement sufficient of the PDF specifications and standards to be perceived as a viable solution. Secondly, the PDF specifications and standards are complex and documented as challenging to implement, with the additional requirement that implementations need to process a wide variety of conforming and non-conforming documents to emulate the functionality of a dominant implementation. Thirdly, though the software produced by the OSS project is most likely to be used in a business setting, PDFBox is an ASF project and is independent of direct company control. Consequently, contributors to PDFBox are obliged to rely on cooperation with others in the community to achieve their goals. Fourthly, the PDFBox project actively develops and maintains software, responds to reports of issues with the software, and releases revisions of the software frequently.
The scope of the investigation is the publicly documented work contributing to nine releases of Apache PDFBox between the release of v2.0.3 in September 2016 and the release of v2.0.12 in October 2018. The period investigated was specifically chosen to include the publication of the ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard, also known as PDF v2.0, in August 2017.
Case description
The Apache PDFBox project develops a Java library and command line tools that can create and process PDF files. The library is relatively low level and can be used to create and process PDF documents conforming to different versions of the PDF specifications ( CEF Digital, 2019 ) . PDFBox is used to parse documents in one version of the veraPDF validator ( veraPDF, 2019 ), as well as being used in proprietary software products and services. PDFBox was also part of the software suite used by journalists to extract information from PDF files amongst the documents collectively known as the Panama Papers ( Khudairi, 2017; ICIJ, 2019 ) .
At the time of the study, the most recent major revision of PDF-Box, v2.0.0, had been released in March 2016 and maintenance releases have generally been made approximately every two to three months since. In addition, the project maintains an older version, v1.8, in which bugs are fixed, and releases made less often. The overwhelming majority of bug fixes for the 1.8.x series are backported from the 2.0.x series. The project is also working towards a major revision in v3.0.
Data collection
The core data for the case study consists of the online archives of activity in the PDFBox project. Using the PDFBox website ( Apache PDFBox, 2019 ) we identified the communication channels available for making contributions, and the resources available for users of the software and contributors (see Table 2 ). Three public communication channels can be used to make contributions: the Jira issue tracker, and developers and users mailing lists. In addition there is a commits mailing list that reports the commits made to the PDFBox source code repository through messages generated by the version control system. A read-only mirror of the PDFBox source code is also provided on GitHub.
Mailing list archives identified were downloaded from the ASF mail archives ( ASF, 2019b ) and the GrimoireLab Perceval component ( Bitergia, 2019 ) was used to parse the Mbox format files and convert them into JSON format files. The JSON files were then processed using Python scripts to reconstruct the email threads and write the threads out in emacs org-mode files for analysis (orgmode 2 is a plain text format for emacs that supports text folding and annotation). The Jira issue tracker tickets were retrieved in JSON format using the Jira REST API ( Atlassian, 2019 ) . The JSON records for each ticket were then aggregated and processed by Python scripts to create org-mode files containing the problem description and the comments on the ticket.
Data analysis
The data gathered from the PDFBox project was analysed using the thematic analysis framework ( Braun and Clarke, 2006 ) .
Initially, the first author worked systematically through all the collected data to identify the email threads and issue tracker tickets that address the topic of interoperability in any regard. The 2 https://orgmode.org/ .
mailing list threads and issue tracker tickets cover a wide range of topics including project administration as well as help requests, and potential bug reports. Key factors considered included reference to the capabilities of PDFBox in comparison to other PDF processing software and mention of any PDF specification or standard or any of its normative references, such as font and image formats. During this phase, email threads were reconstructed where parts of conversations with the same subject line had been recorded in the archives as separate threads. 3 The set of candidate email threads and issue tracker tickets were then examined in more detail to identify discussions in which decisions were made concerning the implementation of functionality related to the PDF specifications and standards, and their normative references in PDFBox and other software. Mailing list threads and issue tracker tickets where no clear decision was articulated were ignored for analytical purposes, as were discussions where it was judged there was insufficient information given for any decisions made to be clearly understood.
The conversations recorded in mailing list threads and issue tracker tickets contain the technical opinions and judgements of domain experts, including the core developers, and often contain explicit reference to PDF specifications and standards. Where there was no specific reference to a standard in a conversation, the topic of the discussion was used to determine relevance through comparison with other conversations on the topic explicitly linked to the PDF standards by contributors. At the end of the process, 111 mailing list threads and 394 issue tracker tickets had been identified for further analysis. Coding was also used at this stage to annotate the discussions, and particularly the decisions made, to help identify the nature of the problems being addressed, the relationship between the problems and the PDF standards and other PDF software, and the outcome of the decision-making process.
The corpus of 505 mailing list and issue tracker discussions was then analysed in depth by the first author to identify candidate semantic themes to describe the types of decision being made, and to identify candidate thematic factors influencing the decisions made. The coding from the previous phase supported the grouping of decision types and the development of semantic themes. Additional coding undertaken at this stage was used to identify factors influencing decisions and to develop a set of candidate thematic factors.
In the subsequent phase, all authors discussed the candidate decision types and factors alongside illustrative discussions taken from the corpus. A set of four semantic themes and seven thematic factors was agreed, and their consistency with the larger body of evidence reviewed by the first author.
Findings
This section describes the semantic themes identified through thematic analysis that categorise the decisions made by contributors to PDFBox regarding maintenance of its interoperability. Each decision type is illustrated with examples. Thereafter we provide Table 3 Types of software development decisions related to the PDF specifications and standards in the Apache PDFBox project.
Decision Type Description
Improve to match de facto reference implementation A decision taken in the context of improving or correcting PDFBox to match the de facto reference implementation. Degrade to match de facto reference implementation A decision taken in the context of degrading the compliance of PDFBox with a PDF specification or standard so that the behaviour matches that of an Adobe implementation. Improve to match standard A decision taken in the context of improving or correcting the behaviour of PDFBox to meet a PDF specification or standard.
Scope of implementation
A decision taken about the extent of the PDFBox implementation. an account of the main factors that motivate and constrain the outcomes of the types of decision made.
Decision types
We identified four major types of decision related to the implementation of the PDF specification and standards in the PDFBox project (see Table 3 ), each of which is described below with illustrative examples. We also provide descriptions of the thematic factors identified that, in combination, influence the decisions made.
Improve to match de facto reference implementation
Much of the work of PDFBox contributors is focused on trying to match the behaviour of Adobe's PDF software. The PDFBox core developers and many contributors treat the Adobe PDF readers as de facto reference implementations of the PDF specifications and standards (e.g. PDFBOX-3738 4 and PDFBOX-3745 -PDFBox Jira issue tracker tickets referred to in Section 4.1 are listed in Table 4 ), and use the maxim that PDFBox should be able to process any document the Adobe PDF readers can. As one core developer explains:
"There is the PDF spec and there are real world PDFs. Not all real world PDFs are correct with regards to the spec. Acrobat, PDFBox and many other libraries try to do their best to pro-vide workarounds for that. We typically try to match Acrobat ..." ( PDFBOX-3687 ).
The ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard ( ISO, 2017 , pp. 18-19) identifies two classifications of PDF processing software: PDF readers and PDF writers. Accordingly, developers trying to match the Adobe implementations face two major challenges. The first is to be able to process the same input that Adobe software does. The second is to create output of similar quality to that produced by Adobe software. There are also two types of output of PDF software: the document created, and how given document is rendered on screen or in print. To "try to match Acrobat" ( PDFBOX-3687 ), documents created by PDFBox should, insofar as is possible match those output by Adobe software so that they are rendered consistently by other software, and the expectation is that PDFBox, and software created using it, should also render documents with similar quality to the Adobe implementations (e.g. .
The convention in software that reads PDF files is to apply the Robustness Principle ( Allman, 2011; Postel, 1981 ) so that documents that are not compliant with PDF specifications and standards can be processed and rendered, insofar as is possible (e.g. . Exactly what incorrect and malformed content should, or can, be parsed into a working document is not specified by the PDF specifications and standards. The exemplar for developers is the behaviour of the Adobe Readers, as well as the behaviour of other PDF software.
PDF documents consist of four parts: a header, a body, a cross reference table, and a trailer. The header consists of the string "%PDF-" and a version number, followed, on a second line, by a minimum of four bytes with a value of 128 or greater so that any tool trying to determine what the file contains will treat it as binary data, and not text. The trailer consists of the string "%%EOF " on a separate line, immediately preceded by a number on one line representing the offset of the cross-reference table and the string "startxref " on the line before that (see Fig. 1 ). A PDF parser 5 reads the first line of a file and then searches for the "%%EOF " marker and works backwards to find the cross-reference table using the offset on the preceding line, and to read the trailer that confirms the number of objects referenced in the table, and the object reference of the root object of the document tree. The parser should then be able to read all the objects in the PDF file.
Where the cross-reference table is missing or damaged, PDF parsers may , according to the ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 standard ( ISO, 2008 , p. 650) , try to reconstruct the table by searching for objects in the file 6 (see Fig. 2 ). In practice, Adobe software appears to apply the Principle of Robustness more widely so that a wide range of problems, for example with fonts, are also tolerated by the parser. The work required to resolve issues of this nature varies in scope. Sometimes the source code revision is relatively trivial; a simple change to make the parser more lenient because the document author's intention is clear. For example, PDFBOX-3874 where a small change is made to a font parser so that it will accept field names in the font metadata that are capitalised differently to the specification. Similarly, in PDFBOX-3513 , the PDFBox core developers identify an error in the ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 standard as the underlying cause of an observed problem with PDFBox. One column of a table specifies two types (a name and a dictionary) for the value of an encoding dictionary for Type 3 fonts ( ISO, 2008 , p 259), the next column of the table clearly specifies that the field must be a dictionary. The contributor who encountered the document, proposes a revision to the parser to accommodate the error ( PDFBOX-3513 ). One core developer comments that "... we've never encountered a file with the problem you've presented." Another core developer points out that there is no guidance in the specification on how to treat a Type 3 font that does not have an encoding dictionary. Instead of improvising a fallback encoding, the core developers argue that there may be a case to ignore the font specified in the document as it cannot be reliably used, and the parser is not revised given the rarity of the problem.
Adobe and other PDF software sometimes exceed the specifications and standards. In PDFBOX-3654 , for example, a file is found that renders in many other applications, but not in PDFBox. The problem is a font that is encoded in a hexadecimal format, and the standard is unequivocal on the subject: "Although the encrypted portion of a standard Type 1 font may be in binary or ASCII hexadecimal format, PDF supports only the binary format." ( ISO, 2017 , p. 351)
The source code is revised to support the font encoding and the core developer processing the issue observes:
"So the font is incorrectly stored. But obviously, Adobe supports both, so we should too." In some cases the Adobe software extends the specifications and standards through the implementation of additional functionality that reflects wider practice. Often the only documentation of the additional functionality is in the implementation, and other implementers only discover the change when differences in behaviour are reported to them. For example, a report in PDFBOX-3913 shows that Adobe software and PDF.js 7 process and render a Japanese URI, which PDFBox can not. The ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard specifies that the targets of URIs (links) should be encoded in UTF-8. In both applications the URI is encoded in UTF-16, which is necessary to represent some Japanese characters used in domain names, but exceeds the standard. Revisions are made to PDFBox (documented in PDFBOX-3913 , PDFBOX-3946 , and PDFBOX-3958 ) to support UTF-16 for URIs and implement the same functionality as both Adobe and PDF.js.
PDFBox contributors also find instances where documents created by the software are not rendered as expected by Adobe's software. In these cases, typically, there is a difference in the model in documents created by PDFBox and the model that Adobe expects. In some cases a great deal of work is required to understand how Adobe and other readers interpret the PDF document. In PDFBOX-3738 work is undertaken to understand how the output of digitally signed files is interpreted by Adobe and other reader products. The acquired knowledge is then applied so that PDFBox can create documents that can be read and rendered with digital signature displayed by other PDF software. The developers also identify a related problem, documented in PDFBOX-3781 , that affects documents with forms and digital signatures.
Merging PDF files can be a difficult problem for implementers to solve. PDFBOX-3875 records the challenges faced when merging two documents where the internal bookmarks are structured using slightly different representations in the document model. In the merged document some of the bookmarks do not work as expected. The initial assessment by one of the core developers is that the cause is within the PDFBox source code and is "... probably a bug. Not the kind that will be fixed quickly ...". One approach used by the core developers to evaluate how best to solve the problem is to merge the documents using other applications, including Adobe software, and to examine the document created following the merge. Work is started to try to create a viable solution by emulating the document resulting from merging the files using Adobe software, but further problems are encountered and the work is not completed.
Degrade to match de facto reference implementation
As noted already, developers of PDF software, including the PDFBox developers, tend to view Adobe PDF software implementations as a gold standard. However, Adobe's software developers do not always implement the PDF specifications and standards in the way that others might, and on occasions, implement solutions that can be seen as incorrect. Consequently, developers of PDF software then need to determine how they might degrade the adherence of their software to the PDF specifications and standards to match Adobe's implementations.
PDFBOX-3929 begins in a discussion on the PDFBox users mailing list where a user observes that PDF documents created by PDFBox with floating point numbers used for field widget border Table 5 ). The borders of other annotation types are unaffected. The width of borders drawn around annotations, such as form fields, are defined in PDF documents in two ways: a border array holding three or four values, or in some cases a border style dictionary (an associative array) that includes a value for the width of the border in points. In both cases the value to specify the width is defined as a number . PDF specifications and standards define two numeric types integer objects and real objects . The ISO 320 0 0 standards then say "... the term number refers to an object whose type may be integer or real." ISO, 2008 , p. 14; ISO, 2017 , p. 24) . ISO 320 0 0-2:2017, for example, is explicit where fields are required to hold integer values, and uses the term number for other numeric fields.
Both versions of the ISO 320 0 0 standard define the border array using the following sentence:
"The array consists of three numbers defining the horizontal corner radius, the vertical corner radius, and border width, all in default user space units." ( ISO, 2008 , p. 384; ISO, 2017 , p. 465) Accordingly, the interpretation of the standards used in PDF-Box agrees with the standard; border width can be specified with a floating point number. However, the Adobe reader software expects an integer, and ignores non-integer values, such as 3.0, by treating them as having a value of zero. Consequently, the PDFBox implementation was revised so that annotations in documents created by PDFBox will be rendered with borders by Adobe DC. A bug report was also made to Adobe support, saying that the standard had been interpreted incorrectly.
A closely related issue is found in a thread on the users mailing list (Users-4) where a developer reports that that the Adobe reader implementations behave in an unexpected way. This time the concern is the border drawn around a URI action annotation, or a link. The border is defined in the standard as described above, but the Adobe reader implementations interpret the values 1, 2, and 3 as meaning a thin, medium and thick border respectively. The PDFBox API documentation is updated to describe how the Adobe reader implementations interpret the border width value.
A contributor reports in PDFBOX-3983 that Acrobat Reader fails to display some outlines and borders where the miter limit is set to a value of zero or less. The miter limit indicates how junctions between lines should be drawn. The ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 standard states:
Parameters that are numeric values, such as the current colour, line width, and miter limit, shall be forced into valid range, if necessary. ( ISO, 2008 , p124) The statement was revised in ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 by the replacement of "forced" with "clipped" ( ISO, 2017 , p. 157 ).
Accordingly, one interpretation might be that a compliant PDF reader would be able to display a document correctly regardless of the value of the miter limit recorded because it would automatically correct the value. However, Adobe implementations appear not to correct the value. The user reporting the problem supplies a patch so that the miter limit in documents created by PDFBox will contain miter limit values that are positive, and the simple fix allows Adobe software to display the document. OpenPDFtoHTML, another OSS project, has also encountered the same problem and takes similar action. 8
Improve to match standard
The PDFBox implementation is also revised to meet the requirements of the PDF standards and normative references, independently of the need to match the performance of Adobe products.
The use of multi-byte representations of characters in Unicode character encodings such as UTF-16 require some careful processing by PDF parsers because some single byte values can be misinterpreted. The single byte value 0x20 represents the space character in fonts encoded in one byte. In multi-byte character encodings the byte 0x20 may be part of a character and so should not be treated as a single byte. Two kinds of operator can be used in PDF documents to position text, one of which should be used with multi-byte font encodings so that single byte values that form part of multi-byte characters are not mis-interpreted. A patch is contributed in PDFBOX-3992 so that PDFBox fully supports the operator used to justify multi-byte encoded text to comply with the ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 standard.
The PDF/A group of standards define an archive format for PDF. The demands of the standards are high, and compliance requires a great deal of attention to detail during document preparation. In general, the PDF/A standards constrain the types of content that can be present in compliant files, and sometimes make very precise demands on the quality of embedded resources. The veraPDF Project develops a freely available validator for PDF/A files. PDF-Box also implements 'preflight' functionality to validate documents against the requirements of PDF/A-1b (the ISO 190 05-1:20 05 standard) and there are examples where the implementation is revised to match the performance of the veraPDF validator when differences are found. For example, a bug in the preflight validator is found in PDFBOX-4276 and the functionality corrected so that the incorrect output is now detected as veraPDF would. In PDFBOX-3920 a user reports that font subsets created by PDF-Box do not include all the data required by the PDF/A-2 standard (ISO 19005-2:2011) . The PDFBox source code is modified so that the output meets the standard.
The number of revisions to the PDF specifications and standards mean that occasionally it is found that PDFBox does not implement a particular feature or capture all the data in a PDF document. A contributor reports a problem with PDFBox where a field is ignored during parsing that leads to content being rendered that is supposed to be hidden. The user provides a patch in PDFBOX-3914 which forms the basis of an update to the source code so that the field is imported and the document rendered correctly.
Scope of implementation
The core developers also make decisions about the scope of the software implemented by the PDFBox project. The question of what functionality forms the scope of the PDFBox implementation arises in some bug reports and feature requests, and has multiple dimensions.
PDFBox is not intended to be a comprehensive solution for creating, processing or rendering PDF documents. The project charter, or mission statement says:
"The Apache PDFBox library is an open source Java tool for working with PDF documents. This project allows creation of new PDF documents, manipulation of existing documents and the ability to extract content from documents. Apache PDF-Box also includes several command-line utilities. Apache PDF-Box is published under the Apache License v2.0." ( Apache PDF-Box, 2019 ) PDFBox relies on some external libraries to provide functionality, especially in the area of image processing. There is no need for the PDFBox project to reimplement the wheel, particularly in technically demanding domains. A further difficulty is that image processing provision within the core Java libraries is incomplete, and varies between Java versions. Some functionality, such as the JPEG 20 0 0 codec, is no longer maintained and is difficult for OSS implementers to adopt because of the licence used and potential patent issues (discussed further in Section 4.2.6 ). Java provision for image processing is changing and, with Java v9, functionality is gradually being returned to the core libraries. However, the JPEG 20 0 0 codec remains outside the main Java libraries. Further, PDFBox core developers often recommend the use of the Twelve Monkeys plugin 9 for image processing, in particular because it processes CMYK images that PDFBox does not.
Some areas of work are outside the current scope of PDFBox, including the implementation of rendering for complex scripts. There is some provision, and some developers have contributed code for non-European languages where they have expertise (for example Users-5). In some cases the layout of the languages is sufficiently close to Latin scripts that there is no need for additional provision, if the fonts are correct as shown in PDFBOX-3293 . However, for many languages including Arabic and those from the Indian subcontinent there is a need to implement code to position the glyphs using GSUB and GPOS tables. In PDFBOX-4189 a user provides a lot of the functionality to support GSUB tables for Bengali. The complexity of the task is clear from the discussions reviewing and accepting the source code.
Decisions are also made about the cause of observations and whether what is observed is the result of a problem with PDF-Box. Where the issue lies with PDFBox, decisions are then made about resolving the problem. Sometimes the erroneous observation results from other software. A user reports a difference between the assessments by Adobe preflight and PDFBox concerning a document's compliance with the PDF/A-1b standard in PDFBOX-4045 . Adobe XI identifies inconsistencies in the glyph widths for one font in the document. After investigation the core developers determine that there is no error in PDFBox and that Adobe X agrees that the document is compliant. Given the inconsistent assessments made by Adobe X and XI, and that inspection of the font does not show the issue reported by Adobe XI, the PDFBox core developers conclude there is a problem with the implementation of preflight in the particular version of Adobe XI used. Thematic factors influencing software development decisions in the Apache PDF-Box project.
Factor Description
Workforce
The availability of contributors to do work.
Maintenance Risk
The maintenance burden for the project of a feature implementation. Expertise
The collective expertise of the contributors to the project.
Sustainable Solution
The long-term viability of a technical solution.
Capability
The ability to make relevant and meaningful changes in a given context.
Intellectual Property Rights
Matters pertaining to copyright, patents and licensing. Java Interoperability
The consequences for interoperability of revisions to Java.
Factors influencing decision-making
Common to the decision types observed is a set of considerations or factors that influence the outcome of the decision-making process (see Table 6 ).
Workforce
Companies choose to use the PDFBox software and, where appropriate for their needs, contribute to its improvement through the work of their developers. As noted, the core developers of PDF-Box are few in number and are, as they emphasise, not paid for their work on PDFBox:
"The project is a volunteer effort and were always looking for interested people to help us improve PDFBox. There are a multitude of ways that you can help us depending on your skills." ( Apache PDFBox, 2019 ) With limited time available to them ( Targett, 2019 ) , the PDFBox core developers concentrate their efforts ( Khudairi, 2019 ) in areas of the software where work is a priority, unless other developers in the community are able to contribute.
The example given previously of work on a solution for a document merging problem ( PDFBOX-3875 10 ) that halts may be explained by the limited workforce being focused on other, more achievable tasks, as illustrated by a core developers' comment on another task: "I had hoped to implement that but given current commitments I have it is unlikely that I'm able to do it in the short term (I'm trying to concentrate on resolving AcroForms related stuff in my spare time for the momen[t])." ( PDFBOX-3550 ) Another example of the influence of the available workforce on decision making can be found in PDFBOX-3875 where a developer working for a company wants a problem resolved. The problem is challenging and will take time to understand and resolve. The developer reporting the problem is given three choices: to adopt and use another OSS application, and, implicitly, to buy a licence for Adobe professional, or to contribute the fix themselves either directly or by commissioning other developers to do the work.
Maintenance risk
The notion of a maintenance risk can be related to the factors of expertise and workforce. Core developers will sometimes express or imply a concern that they are unwilling to accept a solution. For example, PDFBOX-3962 where a user proposes a solution that repairs the unicode mappings in one PDF document so that it can be rendered. The core developers identify that the solution resolves a special case, and that further work would be required to develop a viable solution for the Java 9 libraries. Another concern articulated in some requests for support for complex scripts is that the core developers do not have the skills to maintain the functionality. A lengthy discussion of the issue can be found in PDFBOX-3550 where the core developers identify some central challenges to creating a solution. The main concern in both cases is that by providing additional functionality that cannot be maintained or is a challenge to maintain, either in terms of the effort required or the necessary expertise, there is a risk to the utility of the software, and, perhaps, the viability of the project.
Expertise
The implementation of PDF software requires expertise in a wide range of areas in addition to PDF itself. Limitations to the available expertise help determine what work can be done by contributors. One implication, already noted, is the reluctance to maintain source code in areas where there is no or limited expertise amongst the core developers. Another is that some areas of functionality cannot be developed. For example, a user asks about compressing CMYK JPEG images in PDFBOX-3844 . The core developer responds by saying: "There is no JPEG compression from CMYK BufferedImage objects out of the box, i.e. Java ImageIO doesn't support it, and we don't have the skills, so that I'll have to close as "won't fix" this time." ( PDFBOX-3844 )
The alternative suggested in PDFBOX-3844 is to investigate the Twelve Monkeys project that builds on the Java ImageIO functionality.
There is also a great deal of expertise within the PDFBox community which can enable the implementation of solutions. In PDFBOX-4095 one contributor provides a proposed solution to a challenging problem. After some work evaluating the proposed change, which isn't going well, another contributor suggests a simple revision that resolves the problems. Similarly a complex image rendering problem is solved with the help of advice from a contributor in PDFBOX-4267 , and another contributor implements code to process YCbCr CMYK JPEG images in PDFBOX-4024 .
Expertise alone, however, is not sufficient to provide a solution to a problem in all cases. The discussion in PDFBOX-4189 shows there is considerable expertise within the user community and the core developers about fonts and how to render complex scripts. Key factors that have prevented the work being done previously have been not only a shortage of available workforce, but also a lack of expertise in the target language that would provide suf-ficient understanding to distinguish between good and bad solutions:
"Many complex scripts (such as Arabic) require shaping engines which require deep knowledge of the languages in order to follow the rules in the OpenType tables." ( PDFBOX-3550 )
Sustainable solution
There are often implementation choices to be made when resolving a problem. The better long-term solution is more viable than the short-term fix, or workaround. In PDFBOX-3300 concerns are reported about the way that a font subset has been created prior to embedding it in a document. A specific solution is proposed that provides a way of resolving the problem. Another developer identifies that the optimal solution is to resolve some problems in the CMap 11 parser. It is a more sustainable solution than a patch to provide a specific workaround. In this case the developers are able to create a generic solution that better addresses the font standards, and thereby the PDF standards, and provides a longerlived solution.
Capability
A key factor in decisions concerns whether the project is able to correct the problem that is causing the observed behaviour. The examples given in Section 4.1.2 where the PDFBox implementation was degraded from meeting the standard to match the behaviour of Adobe's software illustrate one aspect of capability as a factor. In those cases the 'incorrect' implementation could not be revised, and only a revision to PDFBox could ensure documents created would be rendered as expected by Adobe's implementations. In other cases bugs are found in external libraries or infrastructure that have an impact on PDFBox. Often a workaround will be found, or an alternative library recommended. For example, PDFBOX-3641 describes a situation in which PDFBox uses a core Java library in a way that triggers a bug in the Java implementation. The code in PDFBox is revised to prevent the bug being triggered. The Java bug is also reported 12 .
Intellectual property rights
PDF documents can include technologies and artifacts where use is constrained by copyright, patents or licences. In addition, PDFBox is implemented in Java which during its lifetime has moved from closed source, to largely open source, to some variants (e.g. OpenJDK and derivatives like Amazon Corretto) that are entirely open source. An implementation of the JPEG 20 0 0 codec was included in extensions to the Java libraries. During Sun Microsystems' process to make Java open source the codec along with other image codecs was released as a separate library known as ImageIO. The licence used for the implementation of the JPEG 20 0 0 codec is not an Open Software Initiative (OSI) approved open source licence and some consider the licence used is incompatible with OSS licences such as the GPL v3 and the Apache Licence v2.0. 13 In addition there are concerns amongst OSS developers about the potential of patent claims related to JPEG 20 0 0, though the concerns are diminishing with the passage of time. Most of the image codecs in the ImageIO library have been reincorporated into the Java libraries in OpenJDK since v9, but the JPEG 20 0 0 codec has not. Consequently, JPEG 20 0 0 support in PDFBox, where it is required by users, relies on the jai-imageio 14 implementation of the codec, which is no longer maintained. A user reports using the Open-JPEG 15 implementation of JPEG 20 0 0 in PDFBOX-4320 . However, OpenJPEG is implemented in C and can only be used as native code and which may not be suitable for some deployment contexts. The development of a replacement OSS JPEG 20 0 0 codec is inhibited by the resources, including expertise and finance, required to implement a large and complex standard. 16 The ISO 190 05-1:20 05 standard ( ISO, 20 05 , p. 11) for archival PDF documents mandates the embedding of fonts, including the standard 14 fonts, 17 , or substitute fonts, in files so that the document contains all the resources required to render it. The requirement is stated as: "Only fonts that are legally embeddable in a file for unlimited, universal rendering shall be used." ( ISO, 2005 , p. 10) . The requirement can be problematic because many fonts have licences that do not permit redistribution. The matter is discussed in PDFBOX-3618 . The legality of the embedded fonts is the responsibility of the document creator. Both the PDF/A-1 and PDF/A-2 standards include a note that clarifies the need for the legal use of any font to be clearly and verifiably stated: "This part of ISO 19005 precludes the embedding of font programs whose legality depends upon special agreement with the copyright holder. Such an allowance places unacceptable burdens on an archive to verify the existence, validity and longevity of such claims." ( ISO, 2005 , p. 11; ISO, 2011 , p. 15) .
Java interoperability
In addition there are a set of problems concerning interoperability with Java that are an influence on the solutions implemented in PDFBox. Some are related to the PDF standards where Java is used to provide support such as image processing required by the standards. An example is found in PDFBOX-3549 where Java versions have differing capability to process ICC colour spaces, and in some versions there are bugs that affect the handling of ICC colour spaces. During the period of PDFBox activity investigated three new major versions of Java were released, and many revisions made to each version. There is also some evidence in the mailing lists and Jira tickets that some users are still using Java 5, which was already obsolete at the start of the period investigated.
Summary
Through analysis of two years of activity in the PDFBox project related to implementation of the PDF specifications and standards, we have identified four decision types related to development of the project software and seven factors that influence those decisions. The four decision types are related to adapting the software to emulate the behaviour of Adobe's PDF software, implementing the PDF standards, and the scope of the PDFBox implementation. The seven factors act in combination to facilitate and constrain development activity, especially the interplay between expertise and workforce.
Analysis
Much of the work of PDFBox contributors consists of trying to match the implementation of Adobe PDF reader software. The reasons for matching Adobe implementations are mostly clear, yet trying to emulate Adobe's software is clearly challenging, and solutions, including validators, that might reduce the extent of the challenges, and the risks, are themselves challenging to create.
The challenges of developing PDF parsers
The PDF specifications and standards specify that PDF software may try to reconstruct files where the cross reference table is incorrect or has been omitted. In practice the Principle of Robustness is applied in Adobe's PDF software so that PDF files that are not well-formed can often be rendered. The developers of other PDF applications are obliged to follow Adobe's lead. If the developers of non-Adobe PDF software did not implement parsers that behaved similarly to Adobe's then their products would quickly become irrelevant because PDF users often believe that because documents can be read and rendered by Adobe software that they must meet the standard ( Amiouny, 2016; Lehtonen et al., 2018 ) . The extent to which PDF applications and libraries are expected to tolerate errors in documents is documented by Adobe's software, which creates a number of challenges for developers of PDF software.
Firstly, non-Adobe developers are left with the time-consuming puzzle of trying to match the Adobe implementations. Indeed, the puzzle includes an element of chance because differences in performance are discovered when a PDF document including a triggering problem is processed. Secondly, there are clearly security concerns in this approach. Parsing is arguably one of the more challenging software engineering tasks. In the case of PDF, the core specifications and standards are extensive and complex, and include a large number of normative references for component file and media types, all of which need to be parsed by either a PDF implementation or its dependencies. PDFBox has been the subject of Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) notices related to parser implementation 18 , as have other PDF software implementations. The core developers are therefore making decisions about security as part of those around the viability of the software when trying to match the behaviour of Adobe's software.
Some practitioners argue that a small revision made in the ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard concerning the structure of the file that more precisely defines the relationship between the header and the end of file marker largely put an end to the need to apply the Principle of Robustness in PDF parsing ( Amiouny, 2017 ) . However, though the changes in the standard are important and may ease some of the burden on developers, we do not share the optimism because the changes only apply to structure of documents that are or claim to be PDF v2.0 compliant. Of course, there remain in circulation all the documents created during some 25 years of PDF usage, as well as those documents that will continue to be created which are compliant with earlier specifications and standards. Further, the Principle of Robustness is applied to tolerate nonconformance with normative standards of PDF, such as fonts and images, as well as minor PDF implementation errors. Given the history of malformed PDF files and the challenges of standards compliance, the fact that a document claims to be PDF v2.0 and complies with the structural requirements of ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 does not guarantee that either the document or its components comply with the standard. Consequently, the need for tolerant parsing remains.
One improvement might be the creation of reference implementations and validation tools; practices that have been adopted in the development of open standards, for example in the IoT domain as noted in Section 2.3 (e.g. Watteyne et al., 2016 ) . Validation tools for fonts could help ensure that font creators build font files that contain sufficient, accurate information for other software to use the font file, and that implementers of font parsers have a means by which to evaluate their software. Further, validation tools for PDF documents and a reference implementation for PDF would help the developers of PDF software create more interoperable ap-plications, with less effort and, possibly, reduce the security risks arising from the need to parse malformed documents. However, in practice PDF validators are difficult and expensive to implement. The veraPDF ( veraPDF, 2019 ) PDF/A validator, for example, was created during a European Union funded project, and the PDFTools validator is proprietary licenced software. 19 The problem remains, also, that solutions such as validators are forward looking, and can not address the challenge of processing non-compliant PDF files created during the last 25 years that still need to be read. There is, though, a case for introducing validators and reference implementations to help ensure that PDF files created in the future pose fewer problems for software developers . Furthermore, tools such as validators provide a reference point against which to try to improve the quality of existing documents, exemplified by the work of Lehtonen et al. (2018) with applications in PDF file preservation.
Practice vs standard
Other challenges for PDFBox contributors arise from the development of practice, particularly by Adobe, and where that moves away from the standards. PDFBOX-3913 records the discovery that Adobe's PDF software and PDF.js exceed the ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 standard by implementing UTF-16 encoding for destination URIs in links. The bug report dates from August 2017 and is contemporary with the publication of ISO 320 0 0-2:2017, which specifies the use of UTF-8 encoding ( ISO, 2017 , p. 515) . Given the use of UTF-16 encoded URIs, which have been part of HTML 5 since 2011, 20 , it is outwardly reasonable for Adobe and others to follow practice. However, it remains an open question why UTF-16 encoding for URIs was not part of the ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standard.
A further issue found in some PDFBox Jira issue tickets is a grey area between the standard and how a document is presented. The PDF specifications and standards apply to the quality of the document, and the manner in which some parts of the document are to be rendered (for example character spacing). However, the standard does not specify how software might render all of the document. The examples given above to illustrate degradation of compliance with the standard to match Adobe's implementation are of particular interest. The ISO 320 0 0-1:20 08 and ISO 320 0 0-2:2017 standards are clear on how the value of the border width should be represented in a compliant PDF document. As the PDFBox core developers identified, the representation of the values of border widths within the document does not comply with the PDF specifications and standards because valid non-integer values are not accepted by Adobe software. However, the presentation on screen by Adobe software of border widths defined in the document is an interpretation of the values in the document, and one that may not need to be followed slavishly.
Project sustainability
The PDFBox core developers generally act to improve the functionality of the project software. However, there are times when their actions appear to be constrained by the long-term interests of the project. Some decisions, for example around the support for complex scripts and graphics processing, have ready explanations in that the core developers do not always have the necessary skills, or time, to implement the required solutions. There are also some activities where there may not be a clear decision stated, but the core developers, and some other contributors, do not complete 19 PDFTools 3-Heights Validator: https://www.pdf-tools.com/pdf20/en/products/ pdf-converter-validation/pdf-validator/ . 20 https://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-html5-20110525/urls.html . tasks because they have run out of time, or have other, higher priority, tasks to attend to. It may be inferred that the developers are acting in the long-term interests of the project to create software that works and can be maintained. The concern being that if the project contributors overreach their collective abilities and their capacity to develop and maintain good quality software, then there is a risk the project may cease to be viable. There are parallels to be drawn between the decision-making of the core developers where they reflect their capacity to make and maintain specific changes and the decisions made within a business to maintain itself as a going concern. Implicit is the idea that the PDFBox software remains marketable, i.e. that the software is sufficiently compliant with the PDF specifications and standards that it is useful to many users, and the project will therefore continue to attract users and contributors without the need to take risks by making unsustainable changes. It should be recognised that this observed process of selfregulation is precisely that. There is no company or group of companies driving the development of PDFBox and making strategic decisions. There are no dedicated managers making strategic decisions. Instead, what appear to be sensible, level-headed strategic decisions that might be made by a business are being made in the small by a small collective of individuals and company developers collaborating on the development and maintenance of PDFBox.
Limitations
The case study reported in this article describes and analyses the activity of practitioners collaborating in an OSS community to develop software that can create and process PDF documents. We acknowledge the limitations to the transferability of our findings that arise from the nature of the study. However, we conjecture that the findings may be representative of the challenges faced and decision types made in other OSS projects and, perhaps businesses, implementing standards-based interoperable software, in particular where a dominant implementation contributes to the discourse on the meaning of interoperability. Further, the factors informing the decisions made relate to technical and resource concerns that appear to be relevant for other businesses and organisations.
Conclusions
The study reports findings from an investigation of the practical decisions concerning interoperability made during a two year period by contributors to a community open source software project (Apache PDFBox). The PDFBox project develops and maintains software that can be used to create and process documents that conform to multiple PDF specifications, some of which have been published as ISO standards. Four types of decision made by contributors to maintain the interoperability of the PDFBox software were identified through thematic analysis. Decisions on software interoperability concern compliance with the PDF specifications and ISO standards, and to match or mimic the behaviour of the de facto reference implementation, where that is unrelated to the standards or in conflict with them. In conjunction, contributors also make decisions about the scope of the PDFBox implementation. Contributors to the PDFBox project are able to deliver high quality software through a careful, and at times, conservative, decision-making process that allows an often agile response to the discovery of problems with the project's software and to changes in the dominant proprietary implementation. At the same time, the decisions made are informed by factors including resource and technical considerations which contribute towards the longer term viability of the project and the software created.
In summary, the study makes the following contributions to the existing body of knowledge in this area:
• A rich and detailed account of types of decisions made within a community OSS project to maintain software interoperability; • An account of technical and non-technical factors that motivate and constrain software development activity in the project and support project sustainability.
This study provides a rich illustration and analysis of the challenges faced by contributors to a community OSS project to implement and maintain interoperable, standards-based software. The study has shown how the contributors to PDFBox are able to meet challenges arising from the demands of the technical specifications and standards, and the performance of a de facto reference implementation. The study also finds that through awareness of the resources available to the project, the project is able to maintain interoperable software of continuing technical relevance. A topic for future research is to understand the extent to which the challenges and the decision-types identified, and the factors influencing those decisions are representative of those faced by other organisations -businesses and OSS projects -developing standards-based implementations.
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